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P RICE — SE V E N CENTS

Former US Secretary Of State
Lecturing Today At N.H. Hall
Junior Prom candidates pictured here are: seated left to right, Carol Colby;
Nancy Maclachlan; Naomi Diamond; Cynthia Perkins; and Val Consigli.
Standing left to right are Joyce Ferguson; Sandra Greenleaf; Bobbie Jeans;
Joyce Moore; Linda Hawes; and Martha Gordon.
(Purdyphoto)

Junior Prom Features
Battle of the Bands
Dancing on the outdoor terrace of the
Memorial Union to the music of two wellknown bands will take place at the
Junior Prom, Friday evening, May 9 at
9 p.m. A gay atmosphere will be created
in the ballroom for couples attending the
annual Spring dance by decorations in
accordance with the theme, “ Carousel” .
Displaying their rhythms in the “ Battle
of the Bands” will be the groups of Eddie
Madden and Chris Powers. Music will
be heard continuously throughout the
entire Prom evening. Both bands are
well-known to New Englanders, Chris
Powers having toured the area.
Alumnus Madden’s Band
Eddie Madden is a 1954 U N H gradu
ate. He organized his group at a Carni
val Jazz Concert here and since then has
played at Hampton Beach, the Totem
Pole and the Commodore. In addition to
doing all his own arrangements he has
arranged for Buddy Morrow, Cindy Lord
and Ted Herbert. His arrangements are
based on the solo trombone. When he is
not leading his band, Eddie Madden is
superintendent of music in Rochester.
Adding a note of surprise will be the
announcement of the Junior Prom Queen
during the dance. Her name will not be

made known prior to that time. Candi
dates, Junior girls put up by the wom
en’s housing units, are Marty Gordon,
Alpha Chi; Linda Hawes, Alpha X i;
Bobbie Jeans, Chi O ; Marilyn Maley,
K D ; Nancy Maclachlan; Phi M u ; Val
erie Consigli, Theta U ; Naomi Diamond,
McLaughlin; Sandra Greenleaf, North;
Cynthia Perkins, Sawyer; Joyce Fergu
son, Smith; Joyce Moore, Scott; and
Carol Sue Colby, South. The winner will
receive a bouquet of flowers. ,
Tickets Available
Tickets for the Junior Prom are avail
able at the Bookstore and the Wildcat
for $4 a couple.
Lively plans are in the making by the
fraternities for the week-end. Holding
cocktail parties either preceeding or dur
ing the intermission of the Prom are
Acacia, A T O , T K E , SAE, and Sigma
Beta. A Friday night buffet is being held
at PiKA.
Saturday Events
Plans for Saturday afternoon and eve
ning are diverse with a wide variety of
party themes. Acacia will be featuring
a clam bake at the beach followed by a
dance. Hopes for a sunny Saturday are
(continued on page 8)

Official Notices
All students are responsible
of notices appearing here.

for

knowledge

June Degrees. T o be graduated from
the University, a student must satisfy
all University bills and all fraternity
and sorority room and board bills.
Please have all charges against you
paid by June 1. If you are in doubt
about whether you ow e some small
sum to the University, please check
with the Cashier.
Catalogues. Students will be expect
ed to keep their 1958-59 catalogues for
reference throughout the com ing year
as the supply allows only one for each
student.
Incomplete Grades. The burden of
removing incomplete marks rests with
the student. For details, see Rule
07.131.
Ed. 58. All students who desire to
enter Ed. 58 next fall or spring should
register with Mrs. Porter in Murkland
3 on or before May 9, in order to take
the
special
screening
examination
which will be given on M ay 21.
Practice Teaching. All students who
intend to do their practice teaching in
the fall o f 1958 should register with
Mrs. Porter in Murkland 3 before Fri
day, May 23. Students going out in
the fall semester will be expected to
report to their respective high schools
at the start of the public school year,
normally several weeks before the
opening of the University. Students
may make appointments to see Mr.
Benjamin on Saturday mornings to
discuss any questions they may have
regarding placement procedure in this
program.

Freshman Camp Plans Completed;
Theme: "The Responsible Student"

Dean Acheson Slated To Speak
On Summit Meetings, Diplomacy
By DICK SHEA
Dean Gooderham Acheson, former
United States Secretary of State, will
deliver a lecture entitled “ Meetings at
the Summit — A Study in Diplomatic
Method” this afternoon in New Hamp
shire Hall at 1 :00 p.m.
A capacity crowd is expected to be on
hand to hear the final speaker in this
year’s U N H
Distinguished
Lecture
Series.
Mr. Acheson is known to have decided
opinions on the value of a heads-ofnations conference. On April 15 of this
year, he spoke in Kansas City, Mo., at
a dinner of the Eddie Jacobson Memorial
Foundation — a charitable organization
set up in honor of the late Mr. Jacobson,
a life-long friend and one-time haber
dashery partner of former President Tru
man. A t the dinner Mr. Acheson stated
five reasons why (in his opinion) a sum
mit conference at the present would be
worthless and futile.
Active Career
Dean Acheson, best known as Secre
tary of State from 1949-52 in the second
Truman administration, was born April
11, 1893, and grew up in Middletown,
Conn. He studied at Groton, Yale and
Harvard Law School, receiving honorary
degrees from Wesleyan University in
1947, Harvard in 1950 and Oxford in
1952.
After serving a brief naval tour as
ensign during W orld W ar I he was
recommended to the late Justice Louis D.
Brandeis by Felix Frankfurter, then
teaching at Harvard. Mr. Acheson spent
the years 1919 to 1921 serving as Mr.
Brandeis’ Law Clerk.
For the next 12 years, Mr. Acheson
practiced law, after which he became
Undersecretary of the Treasury in 1933.
His stay in that office was shortlived be-cause his outspoken opinion on certain

aspects of President Roosevelt’s money
policy caused the latter to ask for his
resignation after six months.
State Department
He went 'back to his law practice until
1941 when he became Assistant Secretary
of State. He remained in this position
until 1947, when he again resigned.
In 1949 he returned to the state de
partment to serve during President Tru
man’s second administration.
M,r. Acheson is presently the Democra
tic National Committee’s Chief Advisor
on Foreign Policy, and he has recently
written a book, “A Democrat Looks At
His Party.”
Since 1952, Mr. Acheson has divided
his time among his law practices with
the firm of Covington and Burling, his
post as Demorcatic foreign policy advisor,
and an active family life.
‘A Touch of Johnson’
Today, Mr. Acheson is well known in
Washington circles. The New York
Times has said, “ In spirit, he gives Wash
ington a touch of Dr. Samuel Johnson.”
Others disagree with this opinion com
pletely. All who know Dean Acheson
seem to agree on one point, however; that
he is a true stylist in every sense of the
word — tailoring, speech-making, every
thing .right down to the modified guard
officer’s moustache, for which he is so fa
mous.
Republican Charge
He has repeatedly disputed the charge
made against him by Republicans in 1952
that he was “ soft on communism,” and
that he encouraged the invasion o f South
Korea. He contends that the latter charge
was based on an earlier statement on his
part, which was simply a repetition of an
earlier statement made by General of the
Army Douglas MaoArthur.

By CAROLE SOFRONAS
This year’s Freshman Camp will be led
by co-directors, Stan King and Diane
Howe. Stan is a junior from Longmeadow, Mass. and is majoring in His
tory. Diane, a junior, is from Buffalo
N. Y. and is majoring in O.T. Their staff
is composed of Mary Jo Price from
Pearl River, N. Y. who is in charge of

STAN KING

Language Reading Exams
To Be Given On May 29
Teh Language Reading Examinations
to satisfy the requirement of the College
of Liberal Arts will be given on Thurs
day, May 29, 1958 at 12:50.
Students planning to repeat this test
must register in Murkland 118 before
4:30 on Friday, May 23. The Language
Department requires that students plan
ning to repeat this examination submit
proof of substantial preparation since
their last attempt.
Students now enrolled in elementary
courses will take the test in rooms to be
announced in class. Students repeating the
test and not currently enrolled in an ele
mentary language course will take the
test in Murkland Auditorium.

Areas, discussion groups and skits; Ann
Withered from Wellesley, Mass. is tak
ing care of programming ; Dave Decker
of Salem Depot is in charge of personnel;
and Doug Dartnell, of Candia is Business
Manager.
Camp, this year will begin on Thurs
day morning, September 17 and on Sun
day morning they will return to the
University. The camp, Camp Fatima, is
located in Gilmanton.

these opportunities. All the responsibili
ties for the success of the camp lie with
the counselors and their committees.
So far the executive staff and coun
selors have already been doing some
publicity. During the Christmas vacation
the counselors were informed as to the
students in their home towns who had

“The Responsible Student”
This year the theme is “ The Responsible
Student” . There will be four major dis
cussion areas each of which will include
a skit. Of the first area “ Past Responsi
bilities” , Peg Champney is in charge.
Scotty Palm is in charge of Area 2
which pertains to “ Responsibility to your
self.” Discussion Area 3, “ Responsibility
to Others” is headed by Carolyn Musser.
“ Responsibility to the University” , dis
cussion Area 4 will be under the direction
of Anne Hescock. Besides these discussion
areas, there will be informal bull sessions
in the cabins.
The camp, consisting of the major dis
cussion areas, organized athletics, talent
show, movies, socials and general recre
ation will also include an outdoor Vesper
service, water carnival and the traditional
movie “ The Freshman.” The greatest dif
DI H O W E
ference as compared to last year’s camp
will be revealed in the perspective of dis been accepted to the University already
cussion groups.
and they talked with them about Fresh
Freshmen To Express Themselves man Camp and its values. Some of the
The real benefits of Freshman Camp counselors will be going to the high
is for the incoming freshmen to express schools to speak with the seniors.
Many Rehearsals Held
themselves, think about their goals, hear
Meetings are held every Tuesday when
the views of others, and get the oppor
tunity to reflect upon their life at the the staff get together to report on their
University. Through informal get-to different areas. The skits of each area are
gethers the counselors hope to fulfill rehearsed and practice discussions are
held where they hope to anticipate the
questions that the freshmen will ask. They
Council Elects
are working with Professor Menge on
The University Religious Council, the group dynamics and techniques. Meetings
group which represents the various rdig- concerned with evaluating last year’s
ous organizations on campus, recently camp and ways of improving it, are held.
elected its officers for next year. The re-, They discuss who the freshman is and
suits are as follows: chairman, Pat Dick, what his needs are, and general orienta
and secretary-treasurer, Susan Mangam. tion. Next week, college counselors will
The outgoing chairman is Joan Burnis, attend these meetings to share the ideas
and secretary-treasurer, Claire Bagley.
(continued on page 8)

Durham Receives Wide Publicity;
Eleven Thousand Visit Atom Fair
By JOYCE HOLLISTER
Durham, N. H. was on the front page
of newspapers all over the world recently
as a result of the Atomic Power Institute.
The big story was a statement made by
John Foster Dulles at the Banquet on
May 2.
Mr. Dulles, on this occasion, departed
from a prepared speech on foreign policy
to deplore the Soviet Union’s veto of the
Arctic inspection plan, a few hours earl
ier in the Security Council. The Secre
tary of State stated the U. S. position:
“ W e remain willing to join in any de
pendable arrangement which will reduce
the risk of surprise or accidental attack
or, on a fair basis, reduce armaments.”
Among the distinguished guests at the
Banquet were a correspondent from the
London Observer and John Fenton of
the New York Times.
On the following day, Durham releases
could be seen even in the Los Angeles
Times. Conrad L. Quimby, executive di
rector of the N. H. Council on W orld
Affairs, called this publicity “unbeliev
able”.
Amazing Number of Visitors
Mr. Quimby was equally amazed at
the number of people who came to visit
the Atom Fair in Field House. He puts
the number at 11,147 with approximately
2,000 high school students included.
Some prominent families of the state
visited Durham for the first time and
reportedly praised the students for their
appearance and hospitality. A t least fifty
people who had no idea of staying after
the Banquet made a week-end trip of it.
_In an interview, Mr. Quimby expressed
his sincere thanks to those who helped
at the Institute. He said: “ This could
not have been done without the generous
and enthusiastic cooperation of the stu
dents, staff and faculty of the Universi
ty.” He singled out as especially deserv
ing of praise the students Bill Quimby
and Bob Jones. Finally, he described him

self as “ immeasurably indebted” to
Sophomore Sphinx, 'Senior Key and Mor
tar Board.
Major Mishaps
There were a couple of mishaps in the
otherwise “perfect” Atomic Institute. The
most unfortunate of these occurred when
General Leslie Groves was driving up to
the Memorial Union for the first session
of the Conference. The General had not
been given the official “ pass” and so the
policeman on duty stoically refused to
let him enter the parking lot. An impasse
occurred when the General insisted that
he would not “ walk” to the Union. Mr.
Staton Curtis, director of the Memorial
Union, came to the rescue in due time.
That same afternoon the Press gave a
‘‘dismal display of emotionalism” , accord
ing to Mr. Quimby, when they insisted
on breaking into the private reception in
honor of Dulles, given at the President’s
house. Bill Quimby and Bob Jones were
seen to brave swinging cameras and
nasty words.

Horse-Show Sunday
The UN'H Riding Club is sponsor
ing a Class C Horse Show next Sun
day, May 11. The show will be held
at the riding ring next to the Putnam
Pavilion, and will start promptly at
12 :Q1 p.m. The show is affiliated with
the N. E. Horseman’s Council and
the N. H. Horse and Trail Associa
tion.
The judge will be Mr. Barney Stecker from Brooklyn, N. Y . ; the Ring
Master, Mr. Nathaniel Bigelow Jr.
from Goffstown, N. H .; and the Ring
Steward, Mr. Wallis Dennis, from
Lee, N. H.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
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With The N H O C

650 ON THE DIAL
Thursday, May 8
A ' rebroadcast of Dean A cheson’s
speech will be heard at 10:05 p.m.
Sunday, May 11
A special dedication program com 
memorating the opening of the new
studios. The program begins at 6:00
p.m. and features such speakers as Sid
ney Dimond, Boston University P ro
fessor, and D on Bartlett, W T S N disc
jockey.
Tuesday, May 13
A musical series entitled “ Music on
D eck.” I t begins at 9:15 p.m. and fea
tures fifteen minutes o f well known
popular and jazz artists.
Wednesday, May 15
Washington Reports to the People
can be heard at 9:15 p.m.
Lucky Strike News
Daily, Sunday through Friday at
7:00 and 9:00 p.m. National and region
al coverage. Fifteen minute length.
Five Minute News
Daily, Sunday through Friday, at 8,
10, 11, and 12:00 p.m. Same coverage
as Lucky Strike News.
Classical Hour
Daily, Sunday througn Friday, 6:00
to 7 :00. A show presented by R C A
Red Seal R ecords featuring some of
the best in classical music.

A new policy concerning the rental of
the OC trucks and P A system has been
approved by Blue Circle. There will be
a $3.00 charge to cover the cost of the
truck while being used with the P A
system. This is in adition to the usual
$2.00 P A system charge. If the truck
is taken over five milles, there will be a
charge of 6c per mile as there is on all
OC trips.
May 11 and May 18 the Sailing Club
will be taking chartered boat trips with
Ned McIntosh from Kittery. It should
be a lot of fun for anyone who is at all
interested in boats. Last year Mr. M cIn
tosh and his wife sailed to the Caribbean
on this boat. He has made more than
half o f the sailboats in the Great Bay
Yacht Club. The trip limit is 8, so sign
up soon on the bulletin board outside
the OC office in the Student Union.
May 18 will have two more trips that
day. There will be a hiking trip to
Little Monadnock and the last ski trip
of the year to Tuckermans. W ork trips
will be held every weekend to the new
cabin in Franconia so it will be finished
by June.
Tomorrow seven members of Blue
Circle willl travel to New Y ork State
for the annual Intercollegiate Outing
Club Association Conference.

Subscribe to
The New Hampshire

CO-ED
C LEA N ERS

BUCKY’S

Ten Girls Initiated
Into Motar Board
Ten girls in the Junior Class have been
selected to become new members of M or
tar Board. Lafe in the evening on Tues
day, April 29, the senior members of
Mortar Board visited the dormitories and
sororities and “ tapped” each new member
according to the traditional ceremony.
On the following day the new members
could be identified by the black gowns
which they wore to classes, while the
olid members wore both caps and gowns.
Mortar Board is the senior women’s
honorary society on campus and is a
member of the national Mortar Board,
which has chapters on campuses through
out the country. New members are chosen
for their outstanding achievements in each
of three areas: scholarship, leadership,
and service. The purpose of Mortar
Board is to encourage all college women
to work towards greater scholastic
achievement, to becom e responsible
leaders, and to be of service to the Uni
versity. The various programs spon
sored by Mortar Board, such as the
Big-Little Sister program, faculty lec
tures, and the reception for highest
honor students, are intended to offer
such encouragement.
The initiation of new members was
held on Saturday, May 3. President and
Mrs. Johnson, Dean McKoane, the fac
ulty advisors Dean and Mrs. Schaefer,
Mr. and Mrs. Niooloff, and Mr. and
Mrs. Sehneer, as well as parents of old
and new members were present.

Compliments of

and

GRANT’S

The Place to Enjoy

Shirt Service

Good Company

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.

1 SCHOOL ST.

LAUNDERMAT

DOVER, N. H.

43 Main St.

COFFEE SHOP

W R A Notes
W R A is in the process of planning the
annual award picnic to be held at '“ Salty”
on Wednesday, May 21 at 6:00 p.m.
Invitations will be sent to girls who
were on the various All Star teams, house
sports chairmen, sports leaders and man
agers, Physical Education majors, and all
W R A club members.
All girls receiving invitations and who
plan to attend are asked to sign the list
on the secretary’s desk in New Hamp
shire Hall or to inform Betsy Jones,
W R A president at Alpha Chi Obiega by
May 19. Transportation will be provided
from N. H. Hall.____________

The Prompt Box

Meeting Tonight;
Officers Installed
Congratulations to Mask and Dagger’s
new officers: Frank Scarito, President;
Ron Brown, Vice-President; Kristen
Oleson, Secretary; and Bob McGirr,
Treasurer.
Interhouse Play Competition took place
last Monday night, May 5. Five one-act
plays were presented by the commuters,
North Englehardt, Smith, McLaughlin
and Kappa Delta. The actors and
actresses were from the housing units,
with the directors from the English 48
class in play direction.
The next Mask and Dagger meeting
will be tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Room 3
of N. H. Hall. Plan to make your reser
vation then for the annual Senior Ban
quet of May 23._________________________
The new members initiated into Mortar
Board were Betty Bunker, Joyce Fergu
son, Ann Heath, Gail Kern, Sue Mangam, Joan MacFarlane, Carolyn Smalley,
Betty Truelson, Martha Williams, and
Ann WithereU.

Station Breaks
Mike and Dial Radio
This Sunday, May 11, is the date for
W M D R ’s official opening. Everyone is
invited to the open house in the new
studios from 2 :00 to 5 :30 p.m. Later in
the evening, Sidney Dimond, a Boston
University Professor, and Don Bartlett,
a disc jockey at station W T S N , will be
among the dedication speakers at the
official opening of the studios.
Professor Dimond, who has written
scripts for the program Inner Sanctum,
is associated with the Boston University
station W B U R . He received the National
Headliners Club’s award recently, as a
tribute to his outstanding journalistic
achievement in “ Impact!” The latter was
a documentary tape-recording on highway
safety in Massachusetts.
In 1957, Professor Dimond was chosen
by the State Department to train radio
and television leaders brought to the
United States from Foreign countries
under the Cultural Exchange Program.
He is co-author of two books on radio
and television, one of which is used as
a text on campus. Originally from Con
cord, Dimond was an early member of
Mike and Dial.
Tw o of Professor Dimond’s foreign
students will accompany him to the open
ing of the studios on Sunday. One of
these is Fari Abrahimi, chief o f radio in
Iran; the other is Desi Bognar, a Hun
garian student who fled his native coun
try after actively participating in the
Revolution.
George Pinkerton, a former member
of W M D R and present manager of the
Portsmouth radio station W H E B , is also
scheduled to speak at the formal dedi
cation program beginning at 6:00 p.m.

SEE YOU AT THE

Carberry Shoe Store

LA CANTINA

A good place to buy shoes for the entire
family for every occasion

Where Pizza Is King

UPPER SQ U AR E, DO V ER

SPAGHETTI AND RAVIOLI

W e Give S&H Stamps

Durham, N . H.

ROBERT P. ALIE

You'll be siftin' on top of the. world when you change to E M

Doctor of Optometry
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and by
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450 Central Ave.
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Prescriptions Filled

*
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E. M. LOEW'S

C
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THEATRE
Portsmouth, N. H.

G E 6-5710

SE C O N D B IG W EEK!

Now thru Tues.

May 13

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

Joanne Woodward
in

THE LONG HOT
SUMMER
Cinemascope and Color
Shown at 2:10, 4:35, 7:00, 9:30
Starts Wed.

May 14

Jerome Kern and
Oscar Hammersteins

SHOW BOAT
SEVEN HILLS O F ROME
BOTH

C O LO R

M ay 8

Thurs.

Light into that
You get a m ore
effective filter
on todays L *M
Look for the patent number
on every pack...your
assurance that you are getting
L&M’s exclusive filtering action

STOPOVER TOKYO

odern flavor

&
J
F IL T E R S

Robert W a g n e r

Joan C ollin s

Fri.-Sat.

M ay 9 10

ATTILA
A n th o n y Q u inn

S ophia Loren

Sun.-Mon.

M ay 11 12

SAYONARA
M a rlo n

M iik o Taka

Brando
Red Buttons

(REGU LAR 60c A D M ISSIO N )
Matinee 2 P.M. Both Days
cMlar&Sfy W/J.

cA£. £805.67/

O N E E V E N IN G SH O W 6:30
Tues.

Best tastin’ smoke you’ll ever find!
Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L&M. Get the flavor, the
full rich taste of the Southland’s finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter
should be for cleaner, better smoking.
© 1958 L
& M
T
C .
ig g e t t

yers

obacco

o

M ay 13

THE BAREFOOT CONTESSA
Color — Requested — Repeat
H um phrey B o g art
A va G a rd n e r
W ed.

M ay 14

THE KENTUCKIAN
C o lo r — Requested — Repeat
B urt Lancaster
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Union Problems Aired;
Bowling Alleys Planned
By BETTE LANG
Last week Stanton R. Curtis, direc
tor of the Memorial Union, attended
the thirty-fifth annual national confer
ence of the Association of College
Unions. The conference was held at
Michigan State University in East
Lansing, Michigan, April 20 through
April 23.
The K ellogg Center, at Michigan
State, was the scene of a variety of
lectures and discussions. Topics dis
cussed included Organization and A d
ministration, Problems of a New
Union and others.
Featured speaker at the conference
was Dr. David Morgan, director o f
College Relations for the D ow Chemi
cal Company and former president of
Texas A and M. His subject was “ The
Contributions o f the College Union in
Meeting the Needs of Industry” .
Mr. Curtis reports that he found the
conference very timely and well cor
related with his problems in opening
the new student union on campus. The
Association of College Unions was
founded in 1914. All college and uni
versity unions are members.
Next Conference Held Here
The next conference to be held by
the Association will be a regional one.
This University will be host on Nov.
21, 22 and 23, 1958. All the New Eng
land colleges and universities are in
cluded in this regional division.
The board of governors of the M e
morial Union are now planning the
conference. A planning committee re
presenting five New England colleges
met here Sunday, April 27th, to make
preliminary plans.
Mr. Curtis seems to have had few
problems to air at the last_ conference
concerning student behavior in the
new union building. In an interview,
he expressed his gratification at stu
dents’ conduct. H e said he particularly

NEW YORK STREET
WASHETTE, INC.

appreciates their patience with the un
avoidable delays in the scheduling pro
cess.
He is glad that students feel free to
voice the suggestions which they feel
would lead to better service. The pur
pose of the Memorial Union, Mr. Cur
tis notes, is to “ serve the needs o f the
students, faculty, alumni, and friends
of the university to the greatest degree
possible.”
Bowling Scheduled For Sept.
There has been much interest in the
bowling alleys later to be installed at
the Union. Mr. Curtis reports that
contracts have been written up which
require installation of the alleys before
Sept. 1, 1958. O f course, the installa(continued on page 8)

Need A Haircut?

A quick service laundry

•

Wash-fluff dry-fold

TRY US FOR REAL ECONOMY
7 New York Street, Dover
(turn right at 561 Centra! Ave.)

Portsmouth G E 6-2605
Now! Ends Tues. M ay 13
M a rlo n

Integrity and Columbia Diamonds

Merchandise From
5c - $5.00

TROPHIES AND ENGRAVING
PENS - PENCILS - TYPEWRITERS
LUGGAGE - POCKETFLASKS

Fountain Lunch Service

Complete W atch and Jewelry
Repair Service

UPTOWN

STRAND

SH 2-5057

SH 2-2454

Dover, N. H.
May 9-13

The Long
Hot Summer
Paul Newman

Fri.-Sat.

May 9-10

STAKE OUT ON
DOPE STREET

Sun.-Wed.

May 14-17

CASE AGAINST
BROOKLYN

with
I^axQhuIman

(By the Author of “ Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
“ Barefoot Boy with Cheek")

S W E E N E Y IN

TH E TREES

Spring is here—the season of tree-sitting contests. This J ap
plaud. Tree-sitting is healthful and jolly and as American as
apple pie. Also it keeps you off the streets.
Tree-sitting is not, however, without its hazards. Take, for
example, the dread and chilling case of Manuel Sigafoos and
Ed Sweeney, both sophomores at the Nashville College of Folk
Music and Woodworking, and both madly in love with a beau
tiful alto named Ursula Thing, who won their hearts singing
that fine old folk song, I Strangled M y True Love with Her Own
Yellow Braids, and I ’ll Never Eat Her Sorghum A ny More.
Both Manuel and Ed pressed Ursula to go steady, but she
could not choose between them, and finally it was decided that
the boys would have a tree-sitting contest, and Ursula would
belong to the victor. So Manuel and Ed clambered up adjoin
ing aspens, taking with them the following necessaries: food,
clothing, bedding, reading matter, and—most essential of a l l plenty of Marlboro Cigarettes.

VIOLENT ROAD

Joanne Woodward

Wed.-Fri.

(h Campos

DEALER

ARTCARVED W EDDING BANDS

plus

THE MIRACLE OF MARCELINO

Hunter
Hall:
Treasurer,
Evan
Members of ROTC stand at attention during the Annual Military Review
Evans; Secretary, Eugene Tucker.
conducted by General Leslie R. Groves last Saturday. The Review, which took
place in Memorial Field, was part of the celebrations for Parents’ Day.
Photo By Purdy
MEADER'S FLOWER SHOP

DOVER'S DIAMOND

Opposite Post Office

Shown Sat.-Sun. 2:15 — 5 :1 5 — 8:15
O th e r Days a t 2 :00 & 8:00
14 17

Hetzel Hall: President, D ick Clark;
Vice-President, Charles A m yot; Secre
tary, Robert M ochrie; Treasurer, Rus
sel Moore.

PAUL'S Jewelry

R. P. Johnson Co.

Julus LaRosa

M ay
W in n e r G ra n d Prize A t
Cannes Film Festivall

Fairchild Hall: President, David
W yllie;
Vice-President,
Edward
Pound; Secretary, Roclyne La Porte;
Treasurer, Robert Morin.

Telephone Dover 158

THE YOUN G LIONS

W ed.-Sat.

Engelhardt Hall: President, Gary
W ilson; Vice-President, Carl Danforth; Secretary, Russell Ferron; Trea
surer, Pete Bowie.

BARBER SHOP

Lets R ock

Brando

^ East-West Halls: President, Richard
Fernandez;
Vice-President,
Gordon
W elch ;
Secretary,
Joseph
Upton;
Treasurer, Philip Wightman.

CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY

Starring

COLONI AI

Alexander Hall: President, Roger
Thom as: Vice-President, Norman Mahor; Secretary, Roger Croteau.

10 Third Street

Fri.-Tues.

■ ■

During the recent M en’s Interdorm
itory Council the follow ing men were
elected officers in their dormitories.

UNIVERSITY

Dover, N. H.
•

Men's Dorm's Announce
Newly Elected Officers
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May 11-14

MARJORIE
MORNINGSTAR
Jean Kelley

Natalie Wood

Thurs.-Sat.

We who live on the ground know how much you get to like
•with a Marlboro. Think how much more important they must
be to the lonely tree-dweller—how much more welcome their
fine, mild tobacco; how much more gratifying their free-drawing
filters; how much more comforting their sturdy, crushproof
flip-top box. Climb a tree and see for yourselves.

May 15-17

THE LEFT HANDED
GUN
Paul Newman

Lita Milan

HIDDEN FEAR

-d t q e e s i t t i n g

^

Well supplied with Marlboros, our heroes began their treesitting contest—Manuel with good heart, Ed with evil cunning.
The shocking fact is that crafty Ed, all unbeknownst to Manuel,
was one of three identical triplets. Each night while Manuel
dozed on his bough, one of Ed’s brothers—Fred or Jed—would
sneak up the tree and replace him. “ How can I lose?” said Ed
with a fiendish giggle to his brother Fred or Jed.
But Ed had a big surprise coming. For Manuel, though
he did not know it himself, was a druid! He had been abandoned
as an infant at the hut of a poor and humble woodcutter named
Cornelius Whitney Sigafoos III, who had raised the child as
his own. So when Manuel got into the tree, he found much to
his surprise that he had never in all his life felt so at home
and happy. He had absolutely no intention of ever leaving.
After seven or eight years Ed and his brothers wearied of the
contest and conceded. Ursula Thing came to Manuel’s tree
and cried, “ I am yours! Come down and pin me.”
But Manuel declined. Instead he asked Ursula to join him

in the tree. This she could not do, being subject to mopery
(a morbid allergy to woodpeckers), so she ended up with Ed
after all.

The two fastest deodorants in the world!

Only she made a mistake—a very natural mistake. It was
Jed, not Ed, with whom she ended up.

Old Spice Stick Deodorant is built for speed. Plastic
case is applicator. Nothing to take out, no push-up,
push-back. Just remove cap and apply. Prefer a spray?
Old Spice Spray Deodorant dries twice as fast as other
sprays! Choose stick or s p r a y ...i f it’s Old Spice,
it’s the fastest, cleanest, easiest deodorant

-jrvrv

Each

1 , . ,

you can use.

plus tax

lice

Ed, heartbroken at being tricked by his own brother, took
up metallurgy to forget.
Crime does not pay.
) 1958 M ax Shulmaa

by SHULTON
This column is brought to you by the makers of Marlboro
Cigarettes who suggest that if you are ever up a tree when
trying to find a gift, give Marlboros. You can’ t m iss!
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Guest Editorial:

Double Disaster
ED. N O T E :
This editorial, written by Norman
Cousins, is reproduced with the kind
permission of the Saturday Review of
Literature, where it first appeared as
an editorial in the April 19, 1958, issue.
The Soviet decision to halt its nu
clear tests has resulted in tw o serious
defeats for the United States.
The first defeat is the result o f the
fact that we allowed the Soviet Union
to be the first to respond to the fastmounting demand of the w orld’s peo
ples for an end to the grow ing con 
tamination of air and food produced
by radioactive fallout.
The second defeat— and possibly a
larger one— is the result o f the initial
negative response o f the United States
to one o f the gravest challenges in our
history. It seemed puny, petulant, un
imaginative.
W hat is involved here is the need of
the United States to demonstrate be
fore the world its ability to com e up
with a dramatic forward thrust o f its
own on one o f the major questions in
human history.
For next to peace itself, the run
away nuclear arms race and the threat
of radioactive fallout are the most ser
ious problems confronting man on
earth.
The approach to this problem in
volves a supreme sensitivity to human
values. It requires the fullest possible
exercise o f the moral imagination. For
our security depends less on bom b
stockpiles than it does on our ability
to reach people everywhere and earn
and keep their good will and support.
The w orld’s people today are w or
ried—as they have every right to be.
They are worried about the obscene
competition in creating weapons that
can incinerate millions at a time.
And they are worried about the fact
that just in the act of testing these
weapons there is a real threat o f con
tamination to air and food.
Radioactive fallout, it is now ad
mitted by the U. S. Atom ic Energy
Commission, can no longer be dismis
sed as a negligible danger.
Inevitably, the w orld’s peoples have
been increasingly insistent that their
basic rights be respected. The prin
ciple here is a simple one: N o nation
has the right to contaminate or jeop 
ardize the air or water or food that
belongs to other people.
This is the central issue whose im 
plications have yet to be fully under
stood.
There is nothing unnatural about
this indignant demand by other peo
ples. If we as a nation were not in
volved in nuclear testing, w e would
split the sky with our fury over the
crass violation of our sovereignty by
the testing powers. American parents
would demand immediate action by
our government to protect their chil
dren from being exposed to the dan
ger of the diseases o f blood and bone
that can be produced by radioactive
strontium.
Are we so morally calloused that we
cannot understand that this is exactly
how others feel— as they have every
right to feel?
That is why it is not enough for us
as a nation to regard the issue of test
ing only in the context o f propaganda
advantage or disadvantage.
It is not enough for us to point out,
which is perfectly true, that the Soviet
Union conveniently waited until it
com pleted its most intensive series of
nuclear tests before announcing its
decision to stop the tests.
It is not enough to say this, because
there was no reason why the United
States should not have announced it
was calling a halt to nuclear testing
after the -completion o f its own recent
tests. A halt must be made somewhere.
W e were the first to start testing
and
stockpiling
nuclear
weapons.
There was no reason why we shouldn’t
have been the first to stop and then
do everything in our power to mobilize
world opinion behind a universal ban.
It is not enough to protest that the
Soviet is making a cheap bid for world
support.
It is not enough, because the w orld’ s
people are not stupid. They are aware
of the spurious aspects of the Soviet

bid. They have not forgotten the m on
strous outrage o f the Soviet violence
in Hungary. But they are also aware
that the United States has not come
to life on this issue. They are not blind
to the fact that we have shown neither
imagination nor sensitivity in our own
approach to this question.
There is no point in fooling our
selves. The State Department has been
willing to talk about arms control for
propaganda purposes. But its basic
position, well known to close observ
ers in W ashington, is that it does not
believe that arms control is desirable
— even if a foolproof system of en
forcement could be achieved.
If, therefore, we insist on proceeding
with our tests the result may be a
moral disaster for the United States in
the world.
Y et it may be claimed that the tests
are essential to the nation’s security.
But there is no security in polluting
out air and fouling our food.
There is no security in cutting our
selves off from the good will of the
overwhelming majority o f peoples in
the world.
There is no security in an insane
race for weapons of obliteration that
no longer have any military justifica
tion, for when these weapons are used
the result will not be victory but mu
tual suicide.
There is no security in distributing
nuclear weapons around the w orld to
various nations when the careless use
of such weapons could easily start a
chain reaction leading to world nu
clear war.
That is why our response to the
Soviet requires something m ore sub
stantial and meaningful than a routine
reply in the context of the Cold W ar.
If we are to hold our own in the
world, if we are to move towards a
meaningful peace, then we must come
up with a daring program of our own.
W e must put into action specific points
of that program at once.
W e can accept the challenge of the
Soviet on the matter o f nuclear test
ing but say that we do not propose
to stop there. W e want to set up ma
chinery to insure such a ban.
W e can say we are prepared imme
diately to act on the question of con
trol over existing stockpiles.
W e can say we are prepared imme
diately to act on the question o f re
ducing those stockpiles under United
Nations auspices, with a plan for in
spection and control, and challenge the
Soviet to do the same.
W e can put an end to the nightmare
of the proposed distribution o f nuclear
weapons and materials to our allies in
the world. A French colonel in an
American plane bom bed an Algerian
village. The bom bing was -said to be
unauthorized. It will be no consolation
to the survivor of a nuclear war to be
told that the explosion that started
that war was unauthorized.
W e can say than 'control over arms
is but a start on the larger problem
of the peace and that we are prepared
to act immediately to give the United
Nations the kind of responsible powers
that can deal with basic causes o f war.
W e can challenge -the Soviet Union
to a competition in the mobilization of
our respective energies and resources
in an attack on the -basic problems of
mankind.
This is where sanity begins— if we
are interested in sanity.
— N. C.

Exhibition O f Student Work
The annual exhibition of Student
W ork in The Arts opened at the Gal
lery, Art Division of the Hamilton
Smith Library on last Frilay, May 2.
The exhibition is continued beyond the
Gallery into the Exhibition Corridor,
second floor, Hewitt Hall. Both shows
will remain open to the public through
the month of May. The work o f over
250 students will be on display, with
a wide variety of art work being
shown. Furniture, pottery, ceramic
sculpture, mobiles, jewelry, weaving,
photography and sculpture, — the
work of students in many classes and
in the student workshop will be on dis
play.

The Spring Initiation of sixty-one
graduate and undergraduate students into
the honorary society of Phi Kappa Phi
occurred on April 30. The impressive
ceremony included the giving out of the
Society’s key, a steak supper and a talk
by Dr. Edward D. Eddy, Vice-President
of the University.
Dr. Eddy’s talk was entitled “ This Is
Man, But What Am I ?” and was con
cerned chiefly with the subject of edu
cation. In a wide survey of American
campuses which he conducted, Dr. Eddy
has found that there is a great lack of
“ respect for excellence” . He suspects that
even here at the University, students are
not being pushed as hard as they ought
to be. Mediocrity and apathy are the
bywords of this situation.
Fear of the U SSR is not a worthwhile
motive for changing our educational
system, though, Dr. Eddy pointed out. He
stressed the need for a more positive
approach to necessary improvements.
Dr. Eddy spoke of education as a grad
ual awakening. The student must above
all learn to doubt, to be critical of what
he is taught and not influenced by preju
dice and emotional bias. On the bias of
his ever-increasing store of knowledge,
his views on man and on himself will
change.
The students initiated into Phi Kappa
Phi came from various departments of
the University. The basis for candidacy
is scholastic achievement and character.
The Society was founded at the Uni
versity of Maine in 1897 and its chapter
at this University organized in 1922.
Chapters of Phi Kappa Phi can be found
distributed over the continental United
States, the Hawaiian and Philippine Is
lands.

CURRENT CINEMA
By RON L A W T O N

ED. N O T E :
It gives us boundless joy to be able
to announce, a bit belatedly, the en
gagement of Jane Hiltabrand, PHI
MU, to Ron Lawton, Franklin Thea
ter. Jane, will you please take him
away?
W ith eyes of blear and m ood of blue,
I cut exams and write for you. Have
you thought about what you intend to
do when you get out of here — better
than that, have you wondered what you
are doing here? W ell light another
candle and join the fold while I deviate
from quasi purpose long enough to tell
you about some achievements in the
world of movies.
Sunday and Monday, in addition to
the single showing at night, th°re will
be two o ’clock matinees of S A Y O N A R A at regular prices, I repeat, regular
prices: sixty cents. As I understand
it, the Franklin m otto is: “ Y ou can
see great flicks sooner, but you can’t
see them cheaper” . Y ou w on’t be held
responsible for that quotation on this
exam, but you ’ll see it on the final. By
the way, what happened to that kid
that petitioned for the abolishment of
exams? I ’ve already discussed S A Y O N A R A and you are fully aware o f
what the flick is about, I asume, so
I ’ll only add that the length of the
performance is 147 minutes so you can
plan accordingly. I sent that figure
over to the engineering building to be
changed into hours, and the result has
just been phoned in: “ almost tw o hours
and a half” .
Tuesday (walking) there is in store
for you B A R E F O O T C O N T E S S A
which is a requested repeat. This is an
excellent film starring Ava Gardner,
Humphry
Pushcart, and
Edmond
O ’ Brien. This is a technicolor film
made in Rom e, dealing with manners
and morals. Joseph Mankiewics is res
ponsible for the story and the direction
which is called “ . . . with sparkling
wit and acid irony . . . ” says W alter
Windshield. P lot: a nymphomaniac
finds a difficult time adjusting to life
until she finds her true love who sur( continued on page 8)

SOVIET UNION vs U. S. A. What Are the Facts?
By PAUL PALMER, ‘Reader’s Digest’ Senior Editor
ED. N O T E :
This article, which we feel is per
tinent in view of last weekend’s Atom ic
Pow er Institute, is reprinted here with
the permission of Sterling W . Fisher,
director o f public relations for the Rea
der’s Digest. W ritten by Paul Palmer,
Senior Editor for the magazine, it first
appeared in the April issue.
T o find out exactly how the United
States stands in relation to the Soviet
Union, I asked three distinguished
Americans, who have unsurpassed op 
portunity to 'know the facts, eight big
questions that are in most people’s
minds today. The answers give as ac
curate an evaluation of the present si
tuation as it is possible to publish with
out violating military security.
The three authorities interviewed
w ere:
Admiral Arleigh A. Burke, Chief of
Naval Operations.
General Curtis E. LeM ay, Deputy
Chief of Staff, Air Force.
Lewis L. Strauss, Chairman, Atom ic
Energy Commission.
The questions and answers:
I. D o you believe that all-out war
with the Soviet Union is probable in
the near future?
Mr. Strauss: I do not believe war
is probable, but one o f the reasons I
am engaged in m y present work with
the Atom ic Energy Commission in
stead of my private business is that I
feel war is possible and that we must
do our utmost to prepare against that
possibility.
General L eM ay: I do not believe
that war with the Soviet Union is pro
bable in the near future, or at any
other time-so long as we remain
strong. I believe it is inevitable the
moment we becom e weak.
H ow can there be any question about
it? The Communist leaders have clear
ly and specifically stated, time and
again, that their purpose and intention
is to conquer and destroy the free
world. That means, first and foremost,
us. But if we continuously maintain
military superiority over the Russiansand we can-they are not going to at
tack. If, however, we let them get
ahead of us-well, I have never thought
Communists the sort of people you
should offer a shot at a sitting duck.
Admiral Burke: I do not believe that
war is probable in the near_ future.
Russia knows that, if she initiates an
all-out war, she dooms great numbers
of her population to immediate des
truction.
. . . IV . Are the Russians really
“ ahead of us” scientifically, technically
or production-wise? D o not U. S. wea
pons n ow operational surpass in mili
tary effectiveness whatever the Rus
sians say they have?
Mr. Strauss: The Russians have al
ways had able scientists, and in recent
years they have developed notable
technical ability, but I do not belieye
that generally they are ahead of us in
either field although their rate o f pro
gress appears to exceed ours.^ In the
production o f steel and other vital ma
terials, we are far ahead o f them. H ow 
ever we use a large part o f our indus
trial capacity for the manufacture o f
consumer goods which the C mmunists compel their people to do without.
In consequence, the Soviet govern
ment is able to concentrate all o f its
industrial capacity as it chooses for
weapons manufacture. If we decide to
devote more o f our national product
to defense requirements, we have the
unquestioned ability to surpass Soviet
productive capacity.
In the atomic field, I believe we are
well ahead of the Russians; which is
to say that we have more and superior
atomic weapons. W e have atomic sub
marines, while the Soviets have never
displayed one. So far as they have an-

From The Observation Post

May, Month of Hope
By TOM W A T M A N
May 1, 1958, in the U.S.A. stands as
a day of hope to the free world and to
those who seek justice, freedom, and
equality under the protection of the
law. It is also a living answer to Com
munism’s M ayday; the day when the
massive military machine of the U SSR
parades past its current dictator (em
blematic of a society and a way of life
subservient and dedicated to force as a
means of perpetuation and expansion).
Thanks to the idea of Charles Rhyne,
President of the American Bar Associ
ation, President Eisenhower designated
Thursday, May 1, 1958, as Law Day.
Dedicated to the protection of individual
liberties within the s-cope of the law, as
the basis o f acldeying world order and
peace, the United States has, upon the
occasion, rededicated itself to ethical prac
tices. Such respect for decency, morality,
and lawful conduct in world affairs is our
answer to the creed of oppression, unlaw
ful, immoral, and unethical practices pur
sued by the arch foes by humanity from
time immemorial.
In this day and age, when the presence
of Communism casts an ominous shadow
upon the world, and leads the weaker of
our leaders to panicky action and thought,
this day and its meaning should stand as
a warning to them. W e can not use the
unlawful and immoral practices of Com

munism in our fight against that same
evil if we are to preserve our identity
and heritage as a nation dedicated to law
ful and moral practices. Those people,
who in their ardor to stop the spread of
Communism preach aggressive action
based upon emotion, and expect at the
same time to preserve our beliefs in moral
and lawful actions are inadvertently labor
ing under the very sign of the hammer
and sickle which they are seeking to des
troy. Aggressive we must be in pro
tecting our rights; but only so far as
-morality and legality shall permit. W e
cannot practice expediency and preach
morality. W e cannot lead the world to a
peaceful and ordered state and at the
same time use the tools of the oppressor.
History has proven that the end does not
justify the means (oppression and unlaw
ful action have left their scars visible
upon masses of humanity through-out the
w orld).
Let us not permit ourselves to become
impatient with the law, for it is within
“ it” that our hopes for the future lie.
The contributions to the world of Ham
murabi, Moses, Justinian, Blackstone,
Marshall and their successors shall not
be wasted, but will instead mature and
develop to bring hope to all if we re
member that our heritage and future lie
within the scope of legality and morality.

nounced the Communists have in oper
ation only one small atomic power
plant, while we have 23 nuclear reac
tors for the production of power and
44 under construction. W e were ahead
of the Russians in the atomic field in
the beginning, we appear to be ahead
of them -now, and we should continue
our lead, given the continued support
of science and -technology by the con
gress.
Admiral Burke: I don’t think the
Russians are “ ahead of us” in any o f
these fields. They have -made big tech
nical advances; their scientific accom 
plishments have been significant; pro
duction capacity has been increased. As
the Soviet Union has concentrated on
military hardware, she may i-n the fu
ture be able to equal our military-production capacity. A t the moment, I do
not think she does.
There is no doubt that, with their
sputniks, the Soviets did obtain a pro
paganda success far greater than the
actual achievement warranted. Such
Soviet achievements, however, do not
have great significance in regard to the
present balance of power. And so long
-as we retain the capability to destroy
the U.S.S.R. from several directions
and in several different ways, this bal
ance of power will not shift.
General LeM ay: The Russians are
“ ahead of us” in certain fields o f scien
tific accomplishment, just as we are
ahead of them in others. They got the
jump on us in missile development, for
instance, and it is always hard to catch
up. W e can, however, -outproduce the
Russians in anything. A ny time we
decide to switch from consumer goods
to weapons, we can out-produce them
in weapons too.
The United States is today more
powerful militarily than the Soviet
Union, especially in respect to -the mili
tary force that can be brought to bear
on the enemy the day war starts, chief
ly long-range attack aircraft armed
with nuclear weapons. The decision
will be achieved in the first few days
of conflict, in air battle. W hoever wins
that battle for control o f the air will
have won the war.
. . . V I. W hat precautions are being
taken to make sure that atom ic war
does not start accidentally? Isn’t there
a chance that, through the misunder
standing; of orders, or the irresponsible
behavior o f individuals, an atomic war
head may be propelled into the Soviet
Union or the United States, thereby
setting off all-out war before the error
can be explained?
Mr. Strauss: It is certainly as much
in the interest of the Soviets as it is
ours to make sure that an atomic war
does not begin by accident. Therefore
one might assume that they are taking
precautions generally similar to ours.
The accidental crashing of a plane car
rying our weapons should not cause an
atomic explosion. There is a certain
amount of conventional explosives in
some atomic weapons which might ex
plode in a crash, but the damage would
not be much greater than -that caused
by the explosion of the gasoline in the
plane.
The atomic weapon itself is designed
to explode only after it has been pre
viously armed by specific adjustments
intended for that purpose. It is for
this reason that we believe there is -no
atomic danger as a result o f the bom bs
which are carried in flight every -day.
O f course there is always the possibili
ty that a mad or irresponsible person
or government in possession o f nuclear
weapons could start a war. This is one
of the reasons which has impelled the
United States ever since 1946 to make
the most earnest and persistent efforts
to achieve real atomic disarmament, in
spected and controlled.
Admiral Burke: Accidental war is
an extremely remote possibility so far
as the United States is concerned. Our
systems of control -are as foolproof as
possible. It is resasonable to assume
that any potential enemy is similarly
restrained, because he must realize that
initiating war would spell the ruin of
his own country.
General L eM ay: There will always
be a chance that war can start acci
dentally. There always has been, even
in bow -and-arrow days. The develop
ment of nuclear weapons does not
make accidental war any more likely.
V II. W ill the United States have to
become a modern Sparta-sacrificing
much of the American way o f life —
in order to keep up with the Russians
in the arms race in years to com e?
General L eM ay: N o. Our standard
of living is fortunately so high that re
ducing it even a little will enable us
to pay for military security. This is
doubly true if we will get rid of the
needless expense of maintaining any
and all weapons systems that cannot
be effectively brought to bear on the
enemy the day war starts.
Mr. Strauss: W e cannot have assur
ed national defense without making
sacrifices. The nearly tw o-score billion
dollars we spend on defense each year
is a great sacrifice on the part o f mil
lions of taxpayers. The American peo
ple have always been willing to make
sacrifices to preserve their liberty in
war. W e are in a period now where
great sacrifices will -be continuously re
quired to prevent war.
Admiral Burke: There is no doubt
that Americans will have to take an(continued on page 8)
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From Paramount . . .

The Director as Explorer

M O N T H ’S BEST Q U O T E : “ Of
course I love my boyfriend — but I
can’t go around marrying every boy
I ’m in love with.”

By ALFRED HITCHCOCK

F A S H IO N : It’s getting so you need
a Ph.D. in nuclear physics to study
the latest fashions. Science and cloth
ing are working hand in glove and
practically every new model has some
new scientific application sewn into it.
A whole parade of new lightweight
golf jackets are so advanced that they
can nearly play golf by themselves.
T h ey’re feather light in weight yet
with enough bod y to keep warm on
the first tee in the dawn’s early light.
Some are Ivy in styling and some re
flect this season’s trend toward bright
er styling — plaid and striped patterns
and cheerful linings. Some are with
traditional lines and solid colors. All
are treated to repel oil and water-borne
stains. In any case, even non-golfers
can wear them.
N E W TO T H E M A R K E T : The
first complete line o f shaving acces
sories has just been introduced by R e
mington Rand. Spearheading the line
are three items: pre-shave powder
stick, pre-shave lotion, and after-shave
lotion. Other items in the line are the
electric shaver coil cord (which ex
tends from 15 inches to six feet);
“ Shaver Saver” , a one minute tune up
for sluggish shavers; a service kit;
cleaning brushes; shaver holder and
“ Speedak.” And check out that AutoHom e Rollectric. It operates from the
automobile cigarette lighter or on
house current.

She’s got a secret — but w e’ll let you in on it! This summer,
beaches will abound with R ose Marie R eid ’s newest Deep V sw im 
suit as bathing suits take a dip for the best . . . plunging to reveal
a generous expanse of brow ned back.
This suit is now featured at the H O O Z A P P A R E L S H O P in
D over — retail at $19.95. M od el: Barbie Swett ’ 59.
a “ P u rdyph oto” . . . (Y a y !)

As We Windowshop:

BON VOYAGE
By CARLOTTA REGAN, Fashion Editor
Whether you’re planning a pleasure an outfit, scarves for dresses, sweaters,
trip to Europe or a summer waitressing and stray tresses.
job at Cape Cod, you’ll have to ‘base your
No more than three pairs of shoes
travel wardrobe on two essential consid should invade your summer transience,
erations — versatility and packability.
one pair for travelling, a pair of sport
Luggage Tips
shoes and evening shoes. It’s surprising
A nomadic summer existence is excit how a buckle or clip attached to a plain
ing and a welcome break in the year’s pump can supply that added finish to
routine but it can wreak havoc on your your ensemble. Stoles for special occas
clothes if you fail to take precautions. ions add charm and color without demand
Precautions in the form of sturdy lug ing much space in your suitcase.
gage and travel conscious clothes. Since
And, men, for stateside excursions, beryour suitcases will probably be thrown, mudas are becoming increasingly accepted
hoisted, and banged, a durable lightweight for evening wear. This would exclude at
material is your best bet. Either the least one pair of unnecessary pants. M ixchemically treated, plywood base suit and-match separates are space-saving and
cases or the new, roomy canvas bags are adaptable items. Color, which is to be
recommended. The new vinyl and plastic, discussed later, is the key consideration
chemically treated surfaces sparkle to new here. Denim has come into its own this
brightness after infrequent applications of season in everything from bathing suits
to coats in attractive, wearable styles.
a damp cloth.
If you decide on the sturdiness of Speaking of bathing suits . . . keep your
plastic surfaces, which, by the way, are eye on the girls as they retreat this year,
the most practical for European travel, the back has added interest!
a set of three pieces is the approved com
By far, my favorite travel costume is
bination; a large bag for dresses, suits, the sheath ensemble, comprised of a slim
etc., a smaller bag for accessories, under dress with a matching coat, either threewear, sweaters or shirts and a versatile quarter or full length. This sheath can
vanity case (for women) or a “ Slim Jim” fill many roles with supplementary jack
overnight case for men, closely resembling ets, drawstring “cover-up” blouses, or the
a briefcase. The latter is indespensable for indespensable bulky-knit sweater.
side trips or merely a companion on the
For the men I would recommend carry
rack above your head or in your state ing the irreplaceable trench coat which is
room. This small case carries the neces an acceptable double for a topcoat to fit
sary equipment for freshening up at re any occasion.
laxing intervals. This equipment could in
Linen, jersey and shantung are the
clude anything from a fresh shirt, to most practical materials for summer
costume-remaking, accessories, and even a travel, especially jersey, which packs very
pair of P.J.’s for stop-overs.
well. Needless to say. unless you are
But, in my estimation, the best invest equipped with a moving van, full skirts
ment for the travel-wise is the rugged requiring crinolines are out.
canvas airplane luggage. It usually comes
While we’re on the subject of materi
in dark plaids which conceal spots and als, the new “ wonder” materials are ex
stains and are feather-light and flexible. cellent travellers. Some of them need no
They actually expand to admit that ex ironing. The men can completely outfit
tra tie or sweater. In this line is fea themselves in these “drip-dry” clothes
tured the Coat Hanger suitcase on the of dracon, shantung, cotton and woolen
idea of a garment bag that unfolds to be mixtures — at quite an expense, (quite
hung up in your closet upon arrival and an expensive venture). Others merely
later can be collapsed to suitcase size. need to be hung on a shower rod to
When women use this line, they should steam the wrinkles out.
With this in mind you can have a
definitely carry a large, roomy handbag
in place of the vanity case, which is not brilliant summer by exploding the myth
o f conservative, practical dark colors for
included in most canvas sets.
travel. In fact, color is brightening this
Travel Wardrobes
A summer travel wardrobe cannot hope summer’s horizon noticeably in both wom
to be as complete as a winter one, but en’s and men’s wear.
When eying these tempting colors re
that does not mean that your outfits have
to 'be repetitious! Clothes can become member that it’s wisest to build your
very boring over a period of time, prompt wardrobe around one basic hue. . . .
ing new, often expensive purchases. This for the men this is relatively easy to
is an unnecessary extravagance that can achieve with brown, blue or grey tones
be avoided with the proper choice of predominating. A woman’s “capsule”
travel wear based on your knowledge of wardrobe should definitely feature one
the climate in which you will be travel key color complimentary to her summer
ling. That extra $ could take you on an skin tones. One needn’t have to feel that
other sightseeing tour or could be saved to achieve this single-color emphasis a
toward Fall book bills. However, I’m whole new wardrobe must be purchased,
not adverse to picking up souvenirs in nor could it be afforded by the average
ports o’ call — in fact, when packing traveler. Upon inspection, your closet will
keep in mind your expected “ local color” probably reveal an amazing degree of
purchases and leave a little extra room repetition of the same, complimentary
hues. Most of us are aware of our most
in a suitcase.
A little ingenuity and an ample supply flattering color and invariably we concen
of accessories add up to an excitingly trate on it. Also emphasis tends to fall
different wardrobe. Ingenuity in the form on the same “ type” of clothes: sporty,
of basic dreses that can be “dressed up” tailored, or sophisticated, so that build
or “down” to the occasion with the aid ing an adaptable wardrobe, is not difficult.
Although I seem to be emphasizing the
of accessories — the change of a pin,
scarf, or earrings. These accessories nomadic summer traveller, the same rules
should include your favorite jewelry, in apply to the waitress who is “beaching
valuable in adding that extra sparkle to it” or the camp counselor. You too must

W H A T SO P H O M O R ES SH O U L D
K N O W : Joe Garcia of Melbourne,
Australia once ate 480 oysters in 60
minutes without finding a single
pearl. . .
There’s a European vacation rain
check system in operation now. M onte
Carlo will pay guests’ hotel bills for
any day that rainfall is above the aver
age of the ten preceding years. Both
Viennese _ and Swiss insurance firms
are obliging about taking bets on the
weather. A good weather prophet can
make expenses by taking a policy on
foul weather in the Azores and then
sitting out the storm on the balmy
Riviera.
H E R E A N D T H E R E : California,
according to one definition, is a state
that’s washed by the Pacific on one
side and cleaned by Las Vegas on the
other. . . It is possible for some people
to sleep with both eyes open (this has
been going on in class for years). . .
If you thought that New Y ork City
was the prime target for an atom bomb,
Y ou ’re wrong. Florence, S. C. will cm
down as the first American city to
have an A bom b dropped on it.

Alfred Hitchcock directing James Stewart and Kim Novak for a scene in
the suspense-master’s newest picture for Paramount, “V E R T IG O ”. The great
est part of “V E R T IG O ” was produced against the actual backgrounds of the
story in San Francisco. In the background here is the famous Palace of the
Legion of Honor.
In this age of galloping science, one
must keep up with the times.
When one comes home from the tra
ditional ‘ hard day” at the office, or the
plant, or the classroom, or, as in my
case, the dim studio, and one’s young
granddaughter asks a question having to
do with how many millicuries in a clean
bomb, one wants very much, of course,
to be in the know.
But I am aware of my limitations. And
I act quickly to divert the atention of my
grandchild, and guide it toward the ques
tion of how many caramels there are in
a pound box of assorted chocolates — a
subject that interests her much more any
way.
Among people in general, the preoccu
pations with outer space has made its
way into our everyday speech, our chance
conversations, our thoughts about taking
a trip perhaps, and even, I have noticed,
into the strange kind o f clothes women
are wearing these days.
It has also, naturally, found its way in
to the making of motion pictures, and
I confess I look with admiration and some
envy at Walt Disney on one hand, and
at our young friend who proclaims she
“was a teen-age monster from another
planet” on the other. Their points of view
are vastly (light years?) different, but
they are clearly much more knowledge
able about outer space than I can ever
hope to be.

Fashion Credits
For the material and fashion pics,
we are indebted this week to:
Hooz Apparel Shop
Dover, N. H.
Brown and Rowland, Inc.
342 Madison Ave., New York
and to our model with “ the generous
expanse of brown back” , Miss Barbie
Swett, Chi Omega; also to our everpopular staff photographer, Tom
(Y a h !) Purdy.
Ed.

Yet, as I started out to say, one must
keep up with the times. And I believe
I have found a way that is more becom
ing to a man of my sedentary personality.
In many of my films, and especially in
my most recent, “ Vertigo,” I have ven
tured into an area that I believe to be
no less startling (and no more familiar,
for that matter) than outer space. It is
the area that we so jollily refer to as
the mind.
I feel that compared with the stresses
that are constantly at work within the
mind, the gravitational pull in outer space
is mere child’s play. And compared with
the movement and sway of human emo
tions, the orbit of a satellite is like roll
ing a hoop down the street.
“ Vertigo” is, of course, a suspense
story. But utilized in the development
and the culmination of its plot are such
things of the mind as acrophobia, necro
philia, philia, atavistic perception and just
plain reasonable douibt. Mounted on con
veyances such as these we are able to
believe, to take journeys fully as pulsequickness, as_ exciting and as adventurous
as any we will ever take into outer-space.
And now for the commercial — stop
whatever you are doing, drop that paper
you’re writing, forget the exams. Rush
right down to the nearest movie house.
Don’t buy one, 'but two tickets for “ Ver
tigo” . And either one of them (depend
ing only on which sex you yourself are)
is sure to make your head spin.

The N. H. Council
The New Hampshire Council on World
Affairs is one of 70 similar groups scat
tered across the nation which seeks to
foster active citizen understanding of
other nations, civilizations, and faiths. It
is entirely non-profit and non-partisan.
The Council’s primary purpose is to
help the development of an informed
public opinion as the democratic basis
for a sound foreign policy, and to pro
mote the widest possible understanding
of world affairs, as an essential step
toward lasting peace.

Smedley
ARE YOU SURE
YOU D0NT NEED A

I CAN SEE IT N O W : W ith auto
mobile accounts bouncing around from
one advertising agency to the next, a
newspaper man asked one Ford official
who got Lincoln. “ John W ilkes Booth”
was the answer.

MANS DEODORANT?

Austin, Texas — “ Man, I ’m tired,”
Eddie Southern puffed one night re
cently after knocking a tenth o f a se
cond off the national collegiate quartermile record.
The University of Texas speedster
streakel the 440 in 46.1 seconds, eras
ing a mark set by Herb M cK enley of
Illinois in 1946. Southern had tied the
record earlier this year.
have room for your acquisitions — straw
hats, mugs, and sea shells.
Tips for Packing
As an added note, here are a few gen
eral tips to remember when packing:
Plastic bags are ideal for keeping
clothes neat and accessible nylons shagfree, or for isolating lotions and creams.
Tuck small articles away inside shoes,
purses or any other available room in the
suitcase.
Put as many liquid articles in plastic
bottles as possible.
Keep important travel documents on
your person . . . if you get lost, they’re
with you. . . If your bags are mis
placed all is gone.
Begin by assembling your clothes in
one room and making out a check list
of outfits and accessories. This is a
good way to coordinate your costumes
and serves as a reminder of the clothes
that you started out with.
(Very sad, Miss Regan, but no excuse
for missing your deadline . . . and what’s
all this about tuxes with bermudas? You
can’t be serious — we hope!
Ed.)

Mennen S p ra y Deodorant for Men keeps
on working all d a y long— working to
prevent odor, working to check perspiration.
For this non-stop protection, get Mennen!
6 0 c and *1.00

W IN $ 2 5 !

For each college cartoon situation
submitted and used! Show how Smedley gets the brushoff!
Send sketch or description and name, address and college to
The Mennen Company, c/o “ Smedley” , Morristown, N .J .
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Full Schedule
For Athletic
Teams This Week
Two Yankee Conference championship
matches feature the full sports calendar
for the University of New Hampshire
this coming week.
U N H will -play host to the Yankee
Conference tennis championships on Fri
day and Saturday, May 9-10.
Unbeaten in three starts, Bill Olson’s
racketeers could cop the crown Massa
chusetts has worn for three straight
years. They expect the toughest competi
tion will come from UConn and Vermont.
Captained by Hugh Sycamore, the
tennis team plays UMas-s at home Monday
and Colby away on Wednesday.
Having played only two matches, the
golf team goes after the Y C title at
Burlington, Vt., May 9-10. Coach Carl
Lundhdlim’s men sharpen their game on
Monday at Maine 'before the big event.
They hope to improve their 1957 thirdplace finish.
With a possible New England title
hinging on the outcome, the Wildcat la
crosse team invades Williams on Satur
day. Coach Whoop Snively’s boys are
pointing for the Ephs but first must win
home games against Union on Monday
and New England College on Wednesday.
Seeking to escape the cellar, Coach
Hank Swasey’s nine plays a series of
Yankee Conference road games. They
travel to Maine on Monday, Rhode Island
on Wednesday and UConn on Saturday.
Saturday, the U N H track team matches
speeds, time and distances with Rhode
Island and Tufts in a triangular meet
at Kingston, R.I. For both the Rams and
Coach Paul Sweet’s men, this is the final
warm-up before the Yankee Conference
meet in Durham next week.
Pepper Martin’s frosh stickmen journey
to Andover for a lacrosse game on W ed
nesday and have a home game with the
Tufts yearlings on Saturday.
A triangular track meet also finds the
freshman team competing in Kingston
with their contemporaries from R.I. and
Tufts.

Nine Freshmen Are
Awarded Hockey Letters
Eight sets of freshmen numerals were
awarded to members of the University of
New Hampshire freshman hockey team
by the U N H Athletic Council.
Winners of the awards for the 1957-58
season w ere: Bob Biron, Lancaster;
Lawrence
Bres-nahan,
Newburyport,
Mass.; John Cross, Concord; Albert
Fortuna, Berlin; Harllan Karr, Peter
borough; John Mahoney, Salem; Fred
Nourse, York, M e.; Richard Paradis,
Nashua; and John Sherman, Meredith.
William N. Tanner III, Philadelphia,
Pa. won a managerial award.

Wildcat Lacrossemen
Rally, Beat Harvard

Scenes From The Sidelines

By Paul Boutilier

Varsity Ski Team
Receives Letters
The University of New Hampshire
Athletic Council has announced letter
winners on the 1957-58 Varsity Ski team.
Included are seven New Hampshire
skiers; two from Laconia and one each
from Groveton, Andover, Dover, Conway
and Newport.
Captain Herbie Adams, Thompsonville,
Connecticut, and John Eckles of Laconia
are the only two seniors in the group.
Einar Dohlen of Oslo, Norway, nation
ally known jumper who placed third in
this year’s NOCA meet at Hanover, has
one more year of eligibility and should
be the outstanding point winner on next
year’s squad.
Other letter winners are: Richard Da
ley, Groveton, N. H .; David Farrell,
Andover, N. H .; Robert Felker, Dover,
N. H .; Francis Frasier, Conway, N. H .;
Martin Hall, Laconia, N. H .; Andre Lamothe, Newport, N. H.

Winter Trackmen
Receive Letters
Twelve traoksters received varsity let
ters for winter track from the University
of New Hampshire Athletic Council re
cently.
The group included eight seniors, three
juniors, and one sophomore. Point getters
Captain Arnie Fowler, Charles Swanson,
and John Rasmussen who won this win
ter’s B A A “ Bi-ngham” Half-M ile at Bos
ton Garden.
Other letter winners are John Burnham
of Laconia, Doug Blampied of Squantum,
Mass., Phil Desjardins of Salmon Falls,
George Gardner of Giknanton, Joe Lud
wig of Francestown, Bill Rowley of San
Mateo, Calif., Rolllie Taylor of Keene,
Don Trimble of Newton, Mass., and Em
mett Williams of Lynnfield Center, Mass
A dozen freshmen also received num
erals for the 1957-58 season. Paul Lind
quist is the lone out-of-stater on the team.
He hails from North Abington, Mass.
The others are Don Bedard of West
Swanzy, Bob Blaisdell of Rochester, Cal
Fowler of Durham, John Ineson of
Rochester, Bab Livingston of Plaistow,
Doug MacGregor of Tilton, Bob O ’Con
neil of Portsmouth, Dan Parr of Portsmouth, Ed Pelczar of Meredith, _ Dave
Shattuck of Jaffrey, and Hal W ing of
Concord.

S U P E R -W E T T IN G
Yardley Shaving Foam keeps the beard saturated throughout
the shave. Gives a professional shave in one-half the time. $1

Cambridge, Mass. — Fulfilling near
ly everyone’s expectations, the W ildcat
lacrosse team came through in the
clutch, putting together a four-goal,
last quarter rally that enabled them
to defeat the Harvard Crimsonmen, 106 here on the latter’s water-soaked
field. The large pools of water on the
field hampered the speedy type of play
which the W ildcats are accustomed to,
but still they refused to be beaten.
The only scoring in the first period
by either club was done by the U N H
Co-Captain D ou g M acKenzie, who
scored three times, tw ice unassisted
and was assisted on the other by Rollie
Laj oie.
The Harvard club dominated the
play in the second stanza, as they came
to life and scored five times while hold
ing the W ildcats scoreless, a remark
able feat.
But the never-say-die W ildcats roar
ed back into contention in the third
frame, scoring three times and limiting
Harvard to one goal to even the score
at 6-6. M acKenzie, Bob Lamothe, and
George Gardner tallied for U N H after
Harvard’s only real scoring threat,
Mallonee, had scored early in the period..
In the final quarter, the visiting Blueshirts unleashed their four-goal bar
rage to insure the victory while com 
pletely shutting out the Crimsonmen.
Sharing the scoring were M acKenzie,
Gardner, D ick Stead, and Lajoie. Lajoie assisted on the first two goals and
M acKenzie on the third. Lajoie scored
his goal unassisted, with less than a
minute to play.
W ildcat goalie “ B ozo” Kennedy had
13 saves for the day.
Relatively few penalties were called
in the game, only 3 against U N H and
5 against Harvard.
The Score By Periods
Period
1 2
3
4
UNH
3
0
3
4
Harvard
0
5
1 0

High-Flying Lacrosse
Team On Win Streak
By PAUL BOUTILIER

A lth ou gh our baseball team seems to be encountering trouble,
our lacrosse, golf, and tennis teams have been doin g quite w ell in
the win department. A t this w riting the U N H diam ondm en have
suffered five straight losses, while the W ild ca t lacrossem en are rid
ing the crest o f a five-gam e w inning streak. T h e high-flying stick
men have lost only one gam e, an early season encounter to the
Class A pow erhouse, H ofstra. (T o date no team has been able to
whip H ofstra, and the latter is the only club that has beaten N ew
H am pshire).
Since losin g to H ofstra, the W ild ca t lacrossem en have virtually
steam rollered over all opponents, beating W orce ste r T ech 7-2, T u fts
18-5, M I T 10-4, H arvard 10-6, and just recently w hipping B row n,
20-3.
In the recent drubbing of B row n, Coach “ W h o o p s ” Snively found
it necessary to use his first team on ly occasionally, as he substituted
freely throughout the game, and his second team held the situa
tion well in hand.
It is interesting to note that there were far m ore spectators in
attendance at the U N H -B ro w n lacrosse gam e than there were at
the nearby U N H -C on n ecticu t baseball gam e, w hich is encouraging
from the faithful and loyal lacrosse fan’s point of view . T h e in
creased attendance at the lacrosse gam e is understandable, as not
only does the lacrosse team have the better record, but it co n 
sistently offers a great deal m ore excitem ent per minute o f play,
as the fans w ho attended any of the past five gam es w ill testify.
It should be noted here that the W ild ca ts’ recent victo ry over
the Bears from B row n was an easy one, and the excitem ent w ould
have been greatly intensified had the tw o teams been m ore evenly
m atched, as was the case in the recent U N H -H arva rd game. N ever
theless, o f the m any spectators w ho w ere present at the gam e with
B row n last Saturday, several had never before witnessed a la
crosse game, and all were very favorably impressed by the action,
and especially b y the “ hustling” and aggressive style o f play of
the W ildcats.
Special praise this week goes to R ollie L ajoie — to w atch him
play sure is a jo y , (all right, so I ’m no p o e t). Seriously though, it
really is a pleasure to w atch this gu y in action. H e ’ s one o f the
mainstays on the varsity lacrosse team, and he accounts fo r a g ood
deal of the strength o f the W ild ca ts’ scorin g punch. R ollie ma
neuvers around the cage with remarkable speed and agility, and
every time he gets the ball he is alm ost certain to score or assist
on a score. R ollie, an attackman, is exceptionally fast, and possesses
a great deal of coordination, and is always alert.
A lso rating special mention this week is the W ild ca ts’ defenseman
and Co-Captain Bill Nelson. This gu y is a fleet-footed pow erhouse
Losing its fifth game in a row, the if ever w e’ve seen one. O nce he gets m ovin g there’s no stopping
University of New Hampshire bowed to him, and the opposition w ould be w ise to make w ay. R ecen tly a
Connecticut 9-1 in a rain-abbreviated, Harvard player embarrassed him self by m aking an obvious attempt
seven inning game at Lewis field last
to shoulder Bill right off the playing field but in the ensuing action,
Saturday afternoon.
Connecticut wasted no time, scoring an the form er found him self lyin g helplessly in the mud, as Bill
unearned run in the first inning and five shrugged him off effortlessly, and continued downfield, hardly
big runs in the second inning on six con breaking strid e !
secutive singles. The visitors scored three
Th e W ildcats were scheduled to play host to U nion C ollege on
more in the fifth on an error, a triple and
M onday, and the strong N ew E ngland C ollege stickmen w ere ex
two squeeze plays in a row.
New Hampshire got its only run in pected to invade Durham yesterday afternoon. T h e W ild ca ts’ next
the fifth on singles by Leo Martin, Bob hom e encounter is on M ay 17, versus M assachusetts, and needless
Yetman and Bud Hadley.
Brad Leach started for the Huskies and to say, w e’ll be on the sidelines with pencil poised and prepared to
pitched three scoreless innings. He re voice the usual cheer of “ Com e on, you B lu e !”
tired in the fourth for Don Doiran, who
Oh, before any m ore time passes, this colum n wishes to express
pitched the last four innings and got a delayed “ H appy B irthday” to the W ild ca ts’ strong defenseman,
credit for the win.
Bob Wallace started for U N H but just Jim Photopou los. “ P h o to ” is one o f the many players w h o have made
didn’t have it. He gave up nine hits notew orth y contributions to the team ’s recent victories.
and six runs for three innings. Crosiby
W h ile praising this outstanding lacrosse team, .it is not our in
Peck came in relief and finished out the tention to relegate the baseball team (o r any other, for that m atter)
game.
The batting star for Connecticut was to the obscure background, for we are confident that the W ild cat
Ted Kosior, who had two hits, including diam ondm en will soon be back on the w inning trail.

UNH Diamondmen
Succumb To
Connecticut 9-1

a double and two runs-batted in.
The game was played in a light drizzle
from the very first inning and a down
pour in the seventh brought the halt.

Vermont Diamond
men Complete Trip

Golf and Tennis Teams Going Strong
T o date, both the g o lf and tennis teams have several victories
to their credit, and appear headed for a g o o d season. T h e tennis
team has been strengthened b y the perform ances of a couple of
strong m em bers of the ’ 57-58 varsity h ockey team, W arren W ild e r
and G eorge Marineau.

Praising Frosh Lacrosse

W e w ould like to com m end the members o f the freshm an lacrosse
The University of Vermont’s baseball
team
for their efforts in recent games. These gu ys have w orked hard
team has taken full advantage of favor
able weather the past week, to iron out and done well, considering that practically no one on the squad had
some defensive flaws in its infield.
played lacrosse before com in g to the U niversity.
Despite a glacier-like rim of snow
between the backstop and the grandstand,
the field is completely dry and the pasture
is green.
“ Hitting on the southern trip indicated
that our work in the cage has paid off,”
said Ralph Lapointe, “but judgment in
the field is something.a team can’t get in
doors. Our infielders did a fine jab in
the four games we played over vacation,
considering they had had no previous out
side work, and this week seems to have
brought our defensive play up to a fine
edge.”
The Catamounts won three and lost one
on their abbreviated southern trip. Two
games had to be cancelled because of poor
playing conditions.
Centerfielder Marty Johnson of Mont
clair, N. J., led the Lapointemen at the
plate with a resounding .600. Johnson
also led the team in runs batted in with

Exeter's G ray
Runs 100 In 10 Flat

Y A R D L E Y O F LO N D O N ,

inc.

Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the
original English formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. 620 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

Howard Gray of Phillips Exeter Acad
emy ran the 100-yard dash in 10 seconds
flat, during- a cold and driving rain in
a recent track meet held at Deerfield,
Mass. Gray led his teammates to a lop
sided 93-94 victory over Deerfield Acad
emy.
The meet was the first ever held be
tween the two schools.
Exeter’s victory was its fourth of the
spring season without defeat, and follows
an undefeated dual meet indoor season.

Consumer Reports Is An Outstanding Magazine
U ndoubtedly one of the best m agazines ever to be printed in this
country, Consum er R eports, published m onthly, accurately and im 
partially evaluates all kinds o f products. T h e staff makes extensive
tests on many products and gives you and I, the consum ers, the
results, explaining both the advantages and disadvantages. C on 
sumer R eports is to be highly com m ended for perform ing such a
w orthw hile public service.
W ell, another action-packed week full of sports has com e to a
close, and I guess I’ll m osey on dow n to “ Johnson’s” to en joy a
succulent cheeseburger while participating in an inform al discussion
concerning the success of this year’s outstanding lacrosse team.

Freshmen Lacrosse
Team Members
Lack Experience
With a game already under its belt
the University’s freshman lacrosse team
tackled Governor Dummer Academy away
Wednesday.
For the majority of the Kittens, the
recent loss to the M IT frosh marks the
first time they have ever played the
game. Coach Pepper Martin annually
faces the task of building his squad from
boys who have never even seen a lacrosse
game in high school.
This year is an exception because Pep
per has one boy, Fred Boissevain of

Wolfeboro who played the game in prep
school.
Otherwise, Martin must teach the fun
damentals to boys who played other
sports in high school. Athletes being con
verted to lacrosse are hockey players
Larry Bresnahan o f Newburyport, Mass.,
John Mahoney of Madison, A1 Maxwell
of Reading, Mass., and Gerry Fink of
West Hampstead who won basketball
numerals at U N H .
The rest of the squad is made up of
Charlie Bartlett o f West Acton, Mass.,
Jewett Fowler of Hingham, Mass., Har
vey Galloway o f Wilton who played frosh
football at U N H , Ron Garant and John
Griffith, both of Nashua, Irv Hughes of
Colebrook, Jim Johnson of Portsmouth,
Dick Kirk of Contoocook, Tom McKittrick of Andover, Bob Mochrie of Con
cord, Dave Monroe of Brattleboro, Vt.,
and Howard Scott of Woodsville.
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Varsity Rifle Team
Concludes Season
W ith the recent banquet the U N H
Varsity Rifle Team concluded a highly
successful season. The major achieve
ments of the Team were placing second
in the Southern New Hampshire Rifle
League, and placing among the top
three in all New England 'Competition.
T o underscore the outstanding accom 
plishments of four years of Varsity
competition, Gordon Hammond, was
selected for the National Rifle A sso
ciations second team All American.
Gordon has been for the last three
years team captain and high scorer.
This year he -compiled an average of
287 in New England Rifle League
competition. This average, plus the re
commendation of other schools, plus
academic stanling, was the criterion
used in selecting the recipients of this
honor.
Awards Given
A t the banquet, the awards for this
years high scorers were given out.
First place went to Gordon Hammond,
second, to M alcolm Zwolinski, third,
to W illiam Brown, and the most im
proved shooter award, Jack Northridge. Follow ing this, David Hoeh and
M alcolm Zwolinski were elected as c o 
captains for the next season.
The captains felt that a great loss
will have to be absorbed by the grad
uation of Gordon Ham mond and
W illiam Brown. H ow ever, five lettermen will be returning. Sargeant W hite,
the team coach, has made a special ef
fort to develop a very active Freshman
squad which is expected to provide
some good men. The team will need
the depth provided by the new blood,
since it will lose the high scores of
Hammond.
Manager to Graduate
The manager, Duncan Gilchrist, will
also be graduating this Spring. Duncan
has devoted much time and effort to
keeping the Team ’s schedule up to
date and encouraging the shooters. The
Team expresses special regret at los
ing such a skillful man at the scoring
table.
Next year, returning Varsity mem
bers Zwolinski, Hoeh, Bassett, Clark,
Northridge, Zeller, Kent, and Eva, are
expected to stand very well in New
England and the Nation. The interest
and valuable assistance provided lay
Coach W hite and advisor Capt. W hite
are felt by the team to be a definite
factor in future success.

UNH Golf Team
Wins Tri-Match

UNH Lacrosse Team
Romps Over Brown
Haslerud To Meet
With Gerontologists
Dr. George M. Haslerud, Professor
of P sychology here, has been given
an appointment as Fellow at the InterUniversity Training Institute in Social
Gerontology, for a summer meeting
to be held at U Conn.
Dr. Haslerud was selected from over
130 applicants along with 34 other out
standing men in the field o f Geronto
logy, which is the science that studies
the problems of maturity and old age.
He will attend a month-long training
programvin August in which emphasis
will be placed on the social and psy
chological aspects of the problems.
Foreign Experience
On a Fulbright Scholarship to Japan
in 1953-54, Dr. Haslerud worked with
Professor Tachibana of Osaka Univer
sity. Tachibana is considered the out
standing authority in the field in Japan.
Dr. Haslerud is on the Health Sub
committee of the G overnor’s Com m it
tee on Gerontology and is a member
of the American and New Hampshire
Psychological Associations — a form 
er president of the N. H. group.
A Phi Beta Kappa, he received a
B. A. in 1930' and a Ph. D. in Psycho
logy in 1934, both from the University
of Minnesota.
Preparations
The Institute, composed of scientists
from 11 leading Universities through
out the country, has spent two years
in preparation for this meeting. A
world-wide research program has been
conducted and the summer session is
being held to bring together the infor
mation that has been compiled. It will
consist of a series of lectures on the
different areas of research and discus
sion groups in which new problems
can be discussed in order to provide
assistance for further work.
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By Paul Boutilier
Pouring on the pressure in the first
and second periods, the University of
New Hampshire Varsity Lacrosse
team proceeded, in their customary fine
fashion, to defeat Brown University
20-3, despite a continuous rainfall, in
a game played here at Cowell Stadium
last Saturday.
The game drew a large gathering of
spectators, despite the A tom Fair and
a baseball game, both in progress at
the same time.
In this, their fifth straight win of
the current season, the W ildcats fre
quently used their second team, and
still were able to score at their leisure.
The W ildcats’ margin o f victory un
doubtedly would have been wider but
for the outstanding performance turn
ed in by Carney, the Bears’ goalie.
The W ildcats’ agile, fleet-footed attackman, Rollie Lajoie, kicked off the
scoring bombardment, unassisted, early
in the opening session. A lso scoring in
this period were Dave W ood , Bob Lamothe, Danny Ruskewwicz, and Co
captain D oug MacKenzie, who is the
team’s high scorer. Receiving credit
for assists on these goals were Lajoie
(2) and M acKenzie (2).
The home club started the second
period with their second team, and the
scoring in this segment was done by
Larry Berry, W ally Pratt, George
Gardner, and “ M oose” Tomasi. Assist
ing were D on L ’ Esperance and Frank
McGrail, on the first and second goals,
respectively. The W ildcats’ latter tw o
goals were scored unassisted. The vi
sitors managed to slip two goals past
W ildcat goalie Haslam during this
quarter.
In the third stanza, the W ildcats
rammed home seven goals while hold
ing the Bears .from Brown scoreless.
The final period saw the home club
grabbing four more and the visitors
tallying only once.

The University of New Hampshire
team defeated Maine 4-3 and Colby 5-2
in a triangular match held at Orono re
cently.
The victorious Wildcats will next com
pete in the New England Intercollegiate
and Yankee Conference championships at
Burlington, Vermont this Friday and Sat
urday.
High scorers for the day were Lajoie
with two goals and four assists, and
M acKenzie with three tallies and four
assists. A lso showing up well in the
assists department were L ’ Esperance
and Paul K otseos, with two each.
The W ildcat’s biggest problem now
is to avoid being overconfident, as they
soon face strong clubs in Williams and
H oly Cross.
The Scoring By Periods
Period
UNH
Brown

1
5
0

2

3
4

7
2

4
4

0

1

Letters Are
Awarded To
Frosh Hoopsters
The Univesity Athletic Council has
announced freshmen numeral winners
for the 1957-58 basketball season.
Awards went to Bill Banks of W il
ton, Jason Bridge of No. W alpole,
Donald Clark o f Manchester, T om
Clark, of Portsmouth, Dick Eustis of
Exeter, Bruce Herrmann of Gorham
and John Kjellman of Henniker, and
playing manager Gerald Funk of W est
Hampstead.
Martin Fischer of W inthrop, Mass.,
and Ronald Herrick of Ballston Spa.,
New York, and Allen Maxwell of Rea
ding, Mass. were three award winners
from out of state.
Gerald Fink, of W est Hampstead,
and Russell Pickering of W alpole, re
ceived managerial awards.
Listen tonight at 10:05 p.m. for the
rebroadcast of Dean Acheson’s speech on
W M D R , 650 on your dial.

Dress Up for Spring
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Dead Sea Scrolls
Subject Of Lecture
The Dead Sea Scrolls were the sub
ject of a talk given by Monsignor Staple
ton at Newman Club recently. During
his talk, the monsignor spoke on the find
ing o f the seven scrolls and explained at
length the theories of eminent scholars
on the subject. He made the point that
these 'scrolls do not in any way lessen
the dignity of the Bible as we know it.
The Scrolls, which were discovered in
1947 by some Bedouin boys, are believed
to have 'been the handiwork of a group
of Jews called the Essenes. Estimated to
be 2,000 years old, these manuscripts may
perhaps be the oldest Hebrew copy of
the Bible extant.
Experts have tried to explain why the
scrolls were sealed in vases and left_ in
some cave by the Dead Sea. According
to Monsignor Stapleton, the most prob
able answer is that the Essenes^ left ^in
a hurry during the Roman invasion
of 70 A.D., planning to return later for
the scrolls.
The Essenes were a quiet-living group
of Jews who may have lived in the desert
from 100 B.C. on. It seems they were
rather disgusted with the corrupt Macchabean rule. Their scrolls include two
copies of the Book of Isais, a “manual
of discipline” , and the Book of Habakuk,
a minor prophet. The other three are: a
book of poems, an imaginative tale about
Abraham and his wife and a work con
cerning the “ War Between the Sons of
Light and the Sons of Darkness” .
Although there is mention in these
scrolls of a “ teacher of righteousness” ,
“ two messiahs” , and reference to the use
of bread and wine, it must not be
assumed, says Monsignor Stapleton, that
the Essenes were early Christians. They
lack the two things which were an in
trinsic part o f the Early Christians’ Faith,
namely, the sacraments and apostolic
zeal. Their rituals may resemble Baptism
and Communion but they are actually
Jewish traditions.
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W ILL IA M B O W ER M A N .
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Heart Smart

Scrub Flub

W HAT'S A SLOPPY RAILROAD BRIDGE?

V/HAT IS A POOR LOSER?

/

m a r g o t b a n n is t e r .
G R1N N ELL C O LLEG E

R O B E R T MAC C A L L U M ,
U . O F V IR G IN IA

Bitter Quitter

Slack Track

THE MENTAL MARVEL mentioned above is so studious
he made Phi Bete in his junior year—of high school!
When he walks into classrooms, professors stand. The
last time he got less than 100%, the proctor was
cheating. When it comes to smoking, he gets straight
A ’s for taste. He smokes (All together, class!)’Lucky
Strike! Naturally, oin- student is fully versed on the
subject of Lucky’s fine, light, good-tasting tobacco.
He’s well aware that it’s toasted to taste even better.
So when someone asks him for a cigarette, he’s
happy to spread the good taste. And that makes him
a
Assignment: try Luckies yourself!

Foreign Students Club Hold
Elections For New Officers

W HAT DO TV WRESTLERS USE?

C A R O LY N N Y G R E N ,
PEM BRO KE

Pseudo Judo

Kind Grind!

W HAT IS A TERM EXAM IN PLASTICS?

A t the last meeting of the Foreign
Students Olulb new officers were elected.
They are: Philip Ladenla, President; Tor
Hansen, Vice-President; Sang Ki Lee,
Secretary-Treasurer. Dr. Heisch was reelected as adviser for the next year.
The club would like to use this oppor
tunity to thank those, both members and
non-members, who were co-operative and
helpful in making the activities o f the
last year a big success.
Among other things, the club also dis
cussed the possibility of establishing an
even 'better relationship between the
American and the foreign students in the
future.
The New Hampshire Sunday News will
carry a feature article on Mike and Dial
this week. Tonight, at 10:05 p.m., Dean
Acheson’s speech will be rebroadcast on
W M DR.

W HAT'S A SECOND-STRINGER’S MISTAKE?

WHAT ARE THE PANGS O F LO VE?

Don’t just stand there •. •

S T IC K L E ! M A K E *25
Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers.
Both words must have the same number of syllables. (No
drawings, please!) W e’ll shell out $25 for all we use — and for
hundreds that never see print. So send stacks of ’em with your
name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mount Vernon, New York.

LIGHT UP A
<©A. t. cO.t

tight SMOKE-LIGHT
Product of c/fw

d o u g la s o u s t e r h o u t .
M IC H IG A N

Vinyl Final

UP A LUCKY!
dodhf&Q- is our middle name
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Looking Around

The Real Hell Week
By DICK SHEA
This week we will digress from the
usual run-of-the-mill stuff to bring to
light a problem familiar to every student
of dear old UNH.
That time of year has again arrived
when the Registrar’s Office sends out
trial schedules to be filled out for next
fall. Studying for a big calculus or chem
exam was never as tough as filling out
that innocent-looking white card, meas
uring 6” x 4” , with black lines on one
side and red ones on the other.
The little card just seems to look up
at you and smile: “Just fill in the boxes;
I dare y a !”
At first there’s no difficulty at all.
Everybody (except possibly a few psych
majors and Crump Smudgley, all-round
athlete) knows his name, and can, with
some degree of efficiency, get it on the
first line. And most everybody knows
what college he’s in (although, there are
always those who will write U NH in
the space marked College). Marital and
employment status can be figured out by
even a “ nobody” who has never seen an
institution o f higher learning (that’s Eng
lish for college).
But then comes the bottom of the card.
Here’s where they discover just_ how
much the filler-outer has learned in his
stay at the old “ U” . It looks like a base
ball scorecard but, rather than innings,
the symbols no., ex. gr., sect., and room,
are distributed neatly across the top line.
This, unless he’s been spending a lot
more time around “ T ” Hall than he
should, means nothing to him. He is in
a quandary.
Suddenly, he spies a piece of paper,
enclosed (or, rather, planted) in the cat
alogue for his benefit. At the top ^of this
mimeographed sheet, emblazoned in capitol letters, is printed: “ IT W IL L SA V E
Y O U T IM E AN D TRO U B LE IF Y O U
W IL L R E A D T H E S E DIRECTION'S
C A R E FU LLY .”
And the naive filler-out-of-the-card
thinks: “ Hurrah! They have written di
rections on how to fill the card out!”
Poor soul, it isn’t until he has spent
considerable “ time and trouble” poring
over both sides of this sheet of paper
that he discovers the fallacy.
Nothing is said regarding the filling
out of the white card._ However, very
specific directions _are given, telling him
what to do with it, once he has it com
pleted. At this point, he’d like very much

Junior Prom . . .
(continued from page 1)
expressed by AG R in their dance theme,
“ Spring” . On Kappa Sigma’s lawn, a
cocktail party will be followed by a
chicken barbecue. Western costumes will
be worn all day by the brothers in prep
aration for the evening’s party.
An easy day is planned by the TKEs.
After a beach party, couples will return to
a “ Relax” party. Fancy dress will be seen
at Phi Alpha. They will also hold a beach
party on Saturday.
Phi Mu Delta moves the beach to Dur
ham with the dance theme, “ Beach
Party” . Following a supper, the A T O ’s
will regress to the prehistoric with a
“ Paleolithic Prom.”
Action will take place at Simpson’s
Pavilion when the Lambda Chi’s engage
in a softball game preceeding a clam
bake and dance. At PiK A, a “ Dream Girl
Dance” will take place after a -beach
party. They also have a week-end theme,
“ Spud Peeling” .
Parties and Barbecues

to offer the sender of the card similar
instructions.
As a last resort, he consents to look
at the Time and Room Schedule. And
isn’t he sorry! This has the same sym
bols as the card but * it also has row
after row of numbers, Roman numerals,
numbers, abbreviations, and numbers: a
code so complex and meaningless that it
is doubtful whether the FBI could make
anything out of it, even if they had
“IT W IL L S A V E Y O U T IM E AN D
TRO U B LE IF . . . ” to go with it.
His roommate, Rodney Dribble, is as
usual, no help whatsoever. Nels Templepound, the math major across the hall,
spends an hour reading it before he dis
covers he is holding it upside down. The
housemother, conveniently, is out. He has
forgotten who his advisor is; in fact,
he argues the point that he has one at
all.
He is now in a state of complete panic.
Therefore, he throws and card and “ IT
W IL L S A V E Y O U . . .” into the
waste-paper basket, rushes out to his
nearest recruiting office, and enlists in
the Air Force, telling himself, as he _fills
out the oh-so-simple form : “ I didn’t
want to come back next year, anyway !”

Phi Beta Kappa Initiates
Prof. Emer. Yale, May 6
Twenty-one undergraduates were initi
ated into the honorary society of Phi
Beta Kappa last Tuesday, May 6.
The ceremony was held in the Memorial
Union Building and was followed by a
dinner in honor of the new members.
The annual public Phi Beta Kappa Lec
ture, given by Dr. Edmund W . Sinnott,
was heard next in Murkland Auditorium.
William Yale, Professor Emeritus of
History at the University was also initi
ated last Tuesday as an honorary member
of Phi Beta Kappa.
The speaker originally scheduled to
give the annual Phi Beta Kappa Lecture
was Dr. Robert G. Smith of the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania. Due to illness,
Dr. Smith was obliged to cancel his
engagement.
Dr. Sinnott, this semester’s “ Lecturerin-Residence” and a orominent member of
Phi Beta Kappa, gave a talk on “ Schol
arly Adventure” .

U.S.S.R. - U.S.A. . . .

Current Cinema . . .

(continued from page 4)
other look at some of the accepted con
veniences now enjoyed, and weigh
them against the requirements to keep
our defenses strong. It is not so much
a question of sacrifice as it is a ques
tion of whether we are willing to chan
nel our individual and national resour
ces to meet the emergency. I do not
see a need for changing the American
way of life — I do see a need for hard
work. W e have worked hard and sa
crificed in times of national emergency
before, and we will do so again. That
is part of the American way o f life.
V III . Is there a real possibility of
a lasting peace between the Soviet
Union and the United States.
Admiral Burke: Yes — but the onus
is on the Soviet Union. The United
States has never seriously been label
ed as an aggressor. The peace of the
world today rests on our strength-until
such time as the Russians demonstrate
a real desire for peace.
General LeM ay: Y es — just so long
as the United States stays stronger
than the Soviet Union.
Mr. Strauss: O f course, one must
hope that there is a real possibility of
lasting peace, but never on the basis
of Soviet promises. W e cannot put our
security and our liberty at the mercy
of the mere pledge o f a government
which, in the 40 years o f its existence
has violated scores of agreements.
Lasting peace can be achieved only as
a result of mutual inspected, controlled
disarmament and the eventual reconci
liation o f conflicting objectives.
This informed analysis o f the U. S.
— U.S.S.R. situation has been suc
cinctly summed up by the Commander
in Chief o f the three high government
officials who made it. President Eisen
hower, in his State of the Union mes
sage to the Congress, said:
“ As of today, our defensive shield
comprehends
a vast
com plex
of
ground, sea and air units, superbly
equipped and strategically deployed
around the world. The most powerful
deterrent to war in the world lies in
the retaliatory power o f our Strategic
Air Command and the aircraft o f our
Navy. They present to any potential
attacker who would unleash war upon
the world the prospect o f virtual anni
hilation of his ow n country. Even if
we assume a surprise attack on our
bases, with a marked reduction in our
striking power, our bombers^ would
immediately be on their way in suffi
cient strength to accomplish this mis
sion. of retaliation. Every informed
government knows this. It is n o se
cret.”

(continued from page 4)
prises her by giving her a wedding
night gift — impotency, from war in
juries. Complications ensue. All this is
told (I add hastily) with symbols
which are plain and simple but none
the less delicate. There is very much
side plotting and interest highlights.
The list of stars amounts to at least
26, and it lasts for a little over two
hours.
Wednesday, another requested re
peat, T H E K E N T U C K IA N . The rat
ing here is “ very g ood ” which puts it
on a par with M A R T Y . The stars are
Burt Lancaster and Dianne Foster who
do an extra-ordinary job in this techni
color tale of a pioneer. Lancaster is the
director as well as the male star. H u
mor and pathos, manners and morals
with a backdrop of Kentucky — these
together with light pace and light ex
citement describe the flick. It may help
too to add the freedom -loving w oods
man Lancaster mixed with a sceme to
marry the school-marm, Miss Foster;
and finally add a little b oy and feuds
to your imagination and you will get
an idea of the flick.
Thursday: Y O U N G S T R A N G E R .
This is rated as being very good, and it
stars Kim Hunter, and the newly ac
claimed young star James McArthur,
son of Helen Hayes. The story is
swift with no waste o f motion and
concerns a sixteen year old boy whose
parents don’t offer enough support.
This deals with teenage problems and
their relationship to parental idle lack
of understanding — a theme that never
grows old.
Friday and Saturday. Have you seen
the swim scene in Playboy this month
yet? There is a girl swimming around
in one scene that comes from the pic
ture that comes here on Friday: B O N JO U R T R IS T E S S E which only has
a “ g ood ” rating. I haven’t seen this
flick, but public opinion, write-ups and
advertising all lead me to believe that
the picture is a little better than that.
This flick is based on the best seller
book by the same name, written by
Francois Sagan, and Otto Preminger
has contrived the movie version. The
locale is the French Riviera. The body
of the picture is in a flashback which
is in color; the opening and the clos
ing scenes are in black and white. Top
stars: David Niven, Deborah Kerr, and
Jean Seaberg (o f St. Joan, I think).
This is adult stuff, as you know if
you ’ve read the book, about unchaperdped living on the Riviera as the
French do it. It should be worth see
ing, even if only for the scenery.

Going, Going, Gone
Pinned: Cynthia Nicholls, Keene, to
Ron Farina, S A E ; Louise Frost, Kap
pa Delta, to Ted Hofer, T K E ; and
Patricia Turnbull, Phi Mu to Bill Pat
terson, A T O .
Engaged: Anna Schmitz, Phi Mu,
to R oy Nash, Gibbs; Jane Brown. Phi
Mu to John Rasmussen, Acacia; Nancy
Crane, Phi Mu, to Bill Johnson, A G R ;
Jane Hiltabrand, Phi Mu, to Ron
Lawton, Commuter.

Spring Chess Tournament
To Be In Memorial Union
A Student Union Chess Tournament
willl be held from May 9 through May 19
in the Memorial Union. It will be a
round-robin tournament with score sheets
and time limits.
The sign-up for the tournament will be
held in the Games Room of the Memorial
Union from May 1 to May 7. The prizes
will 'be given at the conclusion o f the
final round on May 19. The winner will
receive two trophies, one for his own use
and one, with his name engraved, for the
Memorial Union showcase. The second
prize will consist of one trophy which the
winner may keep.
All are invited by the Student Chess
Club to join in the final round on May
19, at 7 :00 p.m. in the Carroll-Belknap
Room.
Don Bartlett, W T S N disc jockey, and
Sidney Dimond, Boston University Pro
fessor, will be two of the speakers at
the dedication ceremonies in the new
WMiDR studio, starting at 6:00 p.m., on
Sunday May 11. There will be an open
house between 2 :00 and 5 :30 p.m.

Frosh Camp . . .
(continued from page 1)
on the goals and anticipations of a high
school senior. The counselors are plan
ning a beach party where they may all
meet socially and get to know each other
better.
The Tuesday before camp actually be
gins, the counselors will arrive for pre
camp. They will get everything ready,
and again rehearse the discussion groups
and skits. Harry Carroll, University Di
rector of Adniissions is the adviser and
works closely with the executive staff.
The Freshman Camp Policy Board, made
up of the faculty members and students
okays the counselors, and camp’s progress.
They are responsible for the camp itself.

MEN OF AMERICA:SUMMER JOB
OH THE RAHCM
Driving cattle!
D esert sun ablaze!
Pounding leather,
Rounding up the strays!
On the range,
Y o u ’ll find a man
Stops to take big pleasure
W hen and where he can ...

CHESTERFIELD
Live-action shot—
Saddle Mountains, Wash,

Also along the line of beach themes is
SA E ’s Saturday party, “ Seaweed Shuf
fle” . Chicken will be eaten at a Theta
Chi barbecue after which a “ Yacht Club
Dance” will be held. Chicken is also on
the menu at Sigma Beta where a “ Roman
Toga” party will be held in the evening.
Sunday beach parties are planned by
the AGRs, Lambda Cbis, PiKAs, Sigma
Betas, and Theta Kaps.
Special Sunday features are a buffet
luncheon being "held at Phi Mu Delta
and an SA E picnic outside of Concord. _
Good times are in store for all, especi
ally if luck brings forth sunny skies for
the 1958 Spring Week-end.

Union Problems . . .
(continued from page 3)
tion of heating, lighting, ventilation
and acoustical devices in the bow ling
area will have to precede the construc
tion of the alleys.
There will be eight alleys, to be in
stalled by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company, the largest bowling
alley manufacturer in the country. Pin
setters for each alley are to be installed
by the Bow l-M ore Company.
It was decided to install candle pins
since they are the kind used almost
exclusively in northern New England.
It is this type of pin which was recent
ly installed at the University of Mass
achusetts. The alleys at -the Union are
definitely scheduled to be in operation
at the beginning of the first -semester
of next year.
Lack of Funds Caused Delay
T he reason for the delay has been
the procurement of sufficient funds to
complete the area and install the
equipment. It is only through the ef
forts o f Mr. Jere A. Chase, Director
of University Development, that the
funds have been obtained.
The alleys, to be located adjacent to
the games area, will be equipped with
a bowling shoe service and will provide
ultra-modern service in every way.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco C o .

Nothing satisfies like the
BIG CLEAN TASTE OF T0P-T0BACC0

REGULAR

KING

